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chromosome 5A on the thiol-dependent redox environment and on
the transcription of cold- and vernalization-related genes during the
transition in crowns and leaves of wheat. Chinese Spring, a
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with different combinations of vernalization alleles were compared.
At low temperature, the amount of cystine and glutathione
disulphide and the related redox potentials increased in the crowns
but not in the leaves. In the crowns of the substitution lines, the
concentration and redox state of thiols were different only at the
vegetative and double ridge (start of the generative transition)
stages. The expression of the vernalization-related VRN1 gene
increased significantly during the transition both in the crowns and
leaves. The transcription of the freezing tolerance-related CBF14,
COR14b and COR39 genes markedly increased in both organs after
2 weeks at 4 °C when the seedlings were sti l l  in the vegetative
stage. This increment was greater in CS(Ch5A) than in CS(Tsp5A).
The Ch5A chromosome in CS genetic background enhanced the
expression of CBF regulon even in the generative phase in crown
that is the key organ for overwintering and freezing tolerance. At
certain developmental stages, both the thiol and the transcript
levels differed significantly in the two substitution lines.
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13 Abstract The aim of our experiments was to investigate the
14 effect of chromosome 5A on the thiol-dependent redox envi-
15 ronment and on the transcription of cold- and vernalization-
16 related genes during the transition in crowns and leaves of
17 wheat. Chinese Spring, a moderately freezing-tolerant variety,
18 and its more and less tolerant substitution lines —
19 [CS(Ch5A)] and [CS(Tsp5A)], respectively — with different
20 combinations of vernalization alleles were compared. At low
21 temperature, the amount of cystine and glutathione disulphide
22 and the related redox potentials increased in the crowns but
23 not in the leaves. In the crowns of the substitution lines, the
24 concentration and redox state of thiols were different only at
25 the vegetative and double ridge (start of the generative transi-

26tion) stages. The expression of the vernalization-related VRN1
27gene increased significantly during the transition both in the
28crowns and leaves. The transcription of the freezing tolerance-
29related CBF14, COR14b and COR39 genes markedly in-
30creased in both organs after 2 weeks at 4 °C when the seed-
31lings were still in the vegetative stage. This increment was
32greater in CS(Ch5A) than in CS(Tsp5A). The Ch5A chromo-
33some in CS genetic background enhanced the expression of
34CBF regulon even in the generative phase in crown that is the
35key organ for overwintering and freezing tolerance. At certain
36developmental stages, both the thiol and the transcript levels
37differed significantly in the two substitution lines.

38Keywords Chromosome 5A . Freezing tolerance .

39Glutathione . Redox control . Triticum aestivum .

40Vernalization

41Introduction

42Flower primordia are very sensitive to low temperature there-
43fore the appropriate timing of the vegetative/generative tran-
44sition is very important to avoid injuries of this organ and
45subsequent yield loss in winter cereals. From this aspect chro-
46mosome 5A of wheat plays a special role since several genes
47affecting the formation of flower primordia and freezing tol-
48erance can be found on this chromosome, as shown by their
49mapping (Galiba et al. 1995). Among others, vernalization
50(VRN) genes controlling the vegetative/generative transition
51in the shoot apex, and C-repeat binding transcription factors/
52dehydration-responsive element binding factors (CBF/
53DREB1) affecting freezing tolerance were localized on this
54chromosome (Galiba et al. 2009).
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55 Control of vernalization by the VRN genes

56 The reduction in temperature during autumn is necessary for
57 vernalization and activates the VRN genes, which control the
58 initial development of flower primordia in winter cereals
59 (Distelfeld et al. 2009). In contrast, spring cereals flower with-
60 out any cold treatment. Three genes play a crucial role in the
61 vernalization process of wheat, VRN1, VRN2 and VRN3 and
62 the different timing of the vegetative to generative transition
63 derives from differences in their allelic combinations in the
64 various genotypes. In earlier studies, more models were born
65 to explain the connections between these genes. In the first
66 model (described by Shimada et al. 2009) the VRN1 is an
67 inducer of VRN3 which inhibits the expression of VRN2. In
68 this model, VRN2 represses VRN1. In the second model
69 (exhibited by Distelfeld et al. 2009) we can find a reverse
70 connection between VRN2 and VRN3, so VRN1 repress
71 VRN2 that repress VRN3 and VRN3 is the inducer of VRN1.
72 A good comparison about these models is available in the
73 paper of Distelfeld and Dubcovsky 2010. According to the
74 second model VRN1, which is a MADS-box transcription fac-
75 tor, induces flowering by inhibiting ZCCT1 and ZCCT2 (Zinc-
76 finger/CONSTANS, CONSTANS-LIKE, TOC1 domain)
77 transcription factors, which are repressors of flowering
78 (Distelfeld et al. 2009). These genes are localized at the
79 VRN2 locus (Yan et al. 2003; Chen and Dubcovsky 2012).
80 VRN3 is involved in the induction of flowering and shares
81 significant sequence homology with the Arabidopsis
82 FLOWERING LOCUS T (FT), which is a long-distance
83 flowering signal (Yan et al. 2006). The VRN genes interact
84 with each other and also affect freezing tolerance (Galiba
85 et al. 2009; Distelfeld et al. 2009). The VRN1 and VRN2 loci
86 have been mapped to chromosome group 5 and the VRN3
87 locus to chromosome group 7 (Sutka et al. 1999; Yan et al.
88 2006).

89 Effect of the combination of VRN1 alleles on vernalization
90 in the examined genotypes

91 Chinese Spring (CS) is a hexaploid spring wheat genotype. It
92 contains homologous alleles of VRN1 genes, namely vrn-A1,
93 vrn-B1 and Vrn-D1 (Supplementary table S1). The only dom-
94 inant vernalization-insensitive allele is localized on the D ge-
95 nome, but it is sufficient for the evolution of the spring habit
96 (Pugsley 1971). Cheyenne (Ch) carries only the recessive
97 VRN1 alleles vrn-A1, vrn-B1 and vrn-D1. Sears and his col-
98 leagues developed a series of nullisomic lines from CS (Sears
99 et al. 1953) and this genetic material was a good commodity
100 for creating single chromosome substitution lines. The first
101 examination of these lines was carried out by Law and
102 Pugsley (Law 1966, 1967; Pugsley 1971; Law et al. 1976),
103 and these researchers demonstrated that if the substituted chro-
104 mosome 5Awas derived from the T. spelta genotype, it caused

105earlier ear-emergence and higher freezing sensitivity than
106those of CS. This phenomenon caused by the new dominant
107VRN1 vernalization-insensitive allele (Vrn-A1) in this geno-
108type originated from the donor T. spelta. In the case of the
109CS(Ch5A) substitution line the foreign chromosome originat-
110ed from the Ch genotype, and on this chromosome there is a
111recessive vernalization-sensitive allele (vrn-A1) which differs
112from the vernalization-sensitive alleles of CS (Eagles et al.
1132011), and this difference can explain the later vegetative/
114generative transition of CS(Ch5A).

115Major cold-responsive genes and their control by VRN
116genes

117The decrease in temperature during autumn is important
118not only for vernalization but also for cold acclimation,
119which is necessary for the attainment of the genetically
120determined freezing tolerance in winter cereals (Sandve
121et al. 2011). Although low temperature is not necessary
122to induce the flowering in spring wheat, cold can affect
123this process in these genotypes as shown among others
124by its effect on final leaf number (Fowler et al. 1996).
125Cold affects the expression of both freezing tolerance-
126and vernalization-related genes. Among the freezing tol-
127erance related genes the cold-inducible CBF transcrip-
128tion factors are well characterized both in Arabidopsis
129and in cereals (Nakashima et al. 2009). Eleven CBF
130genes are localized in the Fr-2 locus of chromosome
1315A in wheat, and CBF14 has a great influence on freez-
132ing tolerance both in wheat and barley (Vágújfalvi et al.
1332005; Soltész et al. 2013; Dhillon and Stockinger 2013).
134The CBF proteins regulate low temperature-dependent
135changes in the transcript levels of their target genes
136through binding to the C-repeat elements in their pro-
137moter sequence. The group of the CBF-regulated genes
138form the so-called CBF-regulon. The CBFs may inte-
139grate different signals deriving from chloroplast redox
140state, phytochromes and membrane viscosity and may
141affect cold acclimation through removal of growth-
142active gibberellins and control of target genes (Kurepin
143et al. 2013). Among the genes in CBF-regulon the cold-
144regulated 14b (COR14b) gene is well characterized, and
145its transcript level is different in freezing-tolerant and
146sensitive wheat and barley genotypes at low temperature
147(Vágújfalvi et al. 2000; Rapacz et al. 2008). An indirect
148protective role of COR14b protein through modification
149of thylakoid membrane was proposed in barley (Rapacz
150et al. 2008). Similar to COR14b, the expression of
151COR39 gene is also greatly induced by cold and the
152encoded protein contains a lysine-rich sequence which
153facilitates the interaction with other proteins and conse-
154quently protects them from low temperature damage
155(Guo et al. 1992). The expression of cold-regulated
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156 genes is controlled not only by CBFs but also by VRN
157 transcription factors. In mutant plants with high VRN1
158 expression, the transcription of COR genes was
159 inhibited and freezing tolerance was lower, which indi-
160 cates the coordinated control of vernalization and freez-
161 ing tolerance (Galiba et al. 2009; Trevaskis 2010). Due
162 to this coordination the expression of the genes related
163 to freezing tolerance is higher in vegetative state and
164 the transcription of genes related to the flower initiation
165 is greater just before and during the generative transi-
166 tion which is indicated by the appearance of the double
167 ridges. After this transition, during the development of
168 flower primordia a dramatic decrease in freezing toler-
169 ance occurs.

170 Effect of redox changes on the vegetative/generative
171 transition

172 Like many other different developmental processes, the veg-
173 etative to generative transition is also under redox control in
174 plants (Bartoli et al. 2013; Kocsy et al. 2013). The compo-
175 nents of the ascorbate-glutathione (ASA-GSH) cycle in inter-
176 actions with other redox systems and plant hormones may
177 have an important role in the regulation of this process (Kocsy
178 et al. 2013). Thus, in ASA-deficient Arabidopsis mutants an
179 alteration in flowering time occurred (Dowdle et al. 2007).
180 Overexpression of γ-glutamlycysteine synthetase, the first en-
181 zyme of glutathione synthesis mimicked the effect of low
182 temperature treatment in Arabidopsis, since in both cases ear-
183 lier flowering and increased glutathione disulphide (GSSG)
184 levels were observed (Hatano-Iwasaki and Ogawa 2012).
185 The effect of higher GSSG level on flowering time may be
186 mediated by the oxidative stress2 transcription factor
187 (Blanvillain et al. 2011). The effect of chromosome 5A on
188 the redox state of glutathione and ascorbate was shown during
189 a 3-week hardening period in wheat (Kocsy et al. 2000;
190 Soltész et al. 2011).

191 Research hypothesis and aims of the experiments

192 During the vegetative/generative transition the thiol-
193 dependent redox environment and the expression of
194 cold-responsive and vernalization-related genes will be
195 changed according to our hypothesis based on previous
196 results describing the effect of various reductants and
197 oxidants on these parameters (Gulyás et al. 2014). The
198 aim of our experiments was to investigate the effect of
199 chromosome 5A on the thiol-dependent redox environ-
200 ment and on the expression of cold- and vernalization-
201 related genes during the vegetative/generative transition
202 phase in crowns and leaves of wheat plants at low tem-
203 perature. The moderately freezing-tolerant variety Chi-
204 nese Spring (CS) and its more [CS(Cheyenne 5A)] and

205less tolerant [CS(Triticum spelta 5A)] substitution lines
206with different combination of vernalization alleles were
207compared.

208Materials and methods

209Plant material and treatments

210The plant material consisted of the moderately freezing-
211sensitive spring wheat (Triticum aestivum ssp. aestivum)
212variety Chinese Spring [CS], and CS chromosome 5A
213substitution lines where the 5A chromosome originated
214either from a freezing-sensitive, spring habit spelt wheat
215(T. ae. ssp. spelta) accession [CS(Tsp5A)] or from the
216freezing-tolerant winter wheat (T. ae. ssp. aestivum) va-
217riety Cheyenne [CS(Ch5A)]. This experimental system
218is described in the Supplementary Table S1 and is ap-
219propriate to prove whether the various 5A chromosomes
220in the CS genetic background differently affect the stud-
221ied parameters during the vegetative/generative transi-
222tion. After germination in Petri dishes between wet filter
223papers (1 d 25 °C, 3 d 5 °C, 2 d 25 °C), seedlings were
224grown with a photoperiod of 16 h, at 260 μmol m-2 s−1,
22520/17 °C and 70/75 % RH in a growth chamber
226(Conviron PGV-15; Controlled Env., Ltd., Winnipeg,
227Canada). The long day growth conditions were chosen
228in order to eliminate the interactions between different
229flowering induction pathways. Seedlings were raised in
230a 2:1:1 (v/v/v) mixture of garden soil, humus and sand
231in wooden boxes (150 plants in a box). Dimensions of
232the soil blocks in the boxes were 26*38*10 cm.
233(length*width*depth), the distance between the plants
234was 2.5 cm. After 3 weeks the temperature was set
235immediately to continuous 4 °C (day/night) and the oth-
236er environmental parameters remained unchanged.
237Crown and leaf (the second youngest leaves were col-
238lected) samples for thiol measurements and gene expres-
239sion studies were taken before the cold treatment; after
2402 weeks at 4 °C when the seedlings were still in the
241vegetative developmental stage; during the vegetative/
242generative transition (double ridge stage) and after the
243appearance of the spikelet primordia (generative phase).
244Each sampling was started after 6 hours illumination
245and lasted for 60-90 min. The experiments were repeat-
246ed three times. In each experiment three samples
247consisting of a mixture of the crowns and leaves from
248nine plants were analysed.

249Morphology of shoot apices

250The developmental stage of the shoot apices, isolated from the
251crowns of the seedlings, was determined under a Zeiss Stemi
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252 2000-C stereomicroscope (Carl Zeiss Mikroskopie, Jena, Ger-
253 many) according to the scale of Gardner (Gardner et al. 1985)
254 (Fig. 1). Three developmental stages were distinguished,
255 namely: vegetative (VP, single ridge structure, Gardner’s
256 stages 0-1), double ridge (DR, vegetative/generative transi-
257 tion, Gardner’s stage 3) and generative phases (GP, initiation
258 of spike primordia, Gardner’s stages 4-5).

259 Determination of thiols

260 The qualitative and quantitative determination of thiols and
261 the recovery experiments were performed by reverse-phase
262 HPLC (Waters, Milford, MA, USA) connected to a fluores-
263 cence detector (W474 scanning fluorescence detector, Waters)
264 as earlier described (Kranner and Grill 1996; Kocsy et al.
265 2000). The half-cell reduction potential of the thiol/thiol di-
266 sulphide redox couples was calculated according to Schafer
267 and

Q4

Buettner 2001.

Ereduced
oxidized

mV½ � ¼ E0−
RT

nF
ln

reduced mmol½ �2
oxidized mmol½ �

 !

¼ E0−
8; 314

C V

mol K

� �
*298; 15 K½ �

2*96485; 34 C mol½ � ln
reduced mmol½ �2
oxidized mmol½ �

 !

¼ E0−29; 58 mV½ �log10
reduced mmol½ �2
oxidized mmol½ �

 !

268269
270

271 In this equation, the E0 is different for the individual thiols.
272 E0

GSH/GSSG=-240 mV, E0
Cys/CySS=-226 mV and E0

hmGSH/

273hmGSSG=-240 mV (Birtić et al. 2011). The pH was assumed
274to be 7.0.

275Gene expression studies

276Total RNA was isolated using the Direct-zolTM RNA
277Miniprep Kit (Zymo Research) as described by the man-
278ufacturer. Reverse transcription was carried out with M-
279MLV reverse transcriptase and Oligo(dT)18 primer
280(Thermo Scientific) using the method of the supplier.
281Special indicator genes of the vegetative/generative tran-
282sition (VRN and HSP genes) and cold acclimation (CBF
283and COR genes) were selected for gene expression anal-
284ysis based on previous studies (Koning et al. 1992;
285Sangster and Queitsch 2005; Galiba et al. 2009; Kocsy
286et al. 2010). The transcript levels were determined with
287real-time RT-PCR using a CFX96 Touch™ Real-Time
288PCR Detection System (Bio-Rad). The primer sequences
289were taken from the literature (Guo et al. 1992; Paolacci
290et al. 2009; Dhillon et al. 2010) or they were designed
291in our laboratory (Supplementary Table S2). The effi-
292ciency values were between 95 and 100 % in the case
293of all primers so relative transcript levels were calculat-
294ed with the ΔCt method, using the housekeeping gene
295similar to phosphoglucanate dehydrogenase protein
296(unigene identifier: Ta30797) for normalization (Paolacci
297et al. 2009).
298We used the same formula as Chen et al. 2014:

299

300

301

¼
2

CTHKG−CTGOI1

� � !
þ 2

CTHKG−CTGOI2

� � !
þ 2

CTHKG−CTGOI3

� � !

3

VP 20°C VP 4°C DR GP

Fig. 1 Morphology of the shoot apices during vegetative/generative
transition. The following developmental stages are shown: vegetative
phase before the start of cold treatment (growth at 20/17 °C) — VP
20 °C, vegetative phase at 4 °C — VP 4 °C, double ridge stage — DR
and generative phase — GP. The apices of Chinese Spring are shown

only, since their morphology was similar in the case of the other two
genotypes at the individual developmental stages. The three
developmental stages on Gardner’s scale are the following: VP=
Gardner’s stages 0-1, DR=Gardner’s stage 3 and GP=Gardner’s stages
4-5. The white bars indicate 100 μm
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302303
304

305 where GOI1, GOI2, GOI3 mean the first, second and third
306 technical replicates of the examined sample, thus we could
307 calculate mean and SD from the replicates.

308 Statistical analysis

309 For statistical analysis, one-way ANOVAwith LSD or Tukey
310 B post hoc test or Mann-Whitney non-parametric test was
311 used by SPSS 16.0. Normality was tested by the
312 Kolmogorov-Smirnov probe and the homogeneity of the var-
313 iances was tested by Levene’s test.

314 Results

315 Timing of the vegetative/generative transition

316 The developmental stage of the plants was checked every
317 week in order to determine the timing of the vegetative/
318 generative transition. The single ridge structures indicated that
319 each genotype was still in the vegetative phase when the cold
320 temperature was applied. Later on, the generative transition
321 was shown by the double ridge formation and plants with
322 spike primordia were already in the generative phase
323 (Fig. 1). Chromosome 5A had a significant effect on the
324 vegetative/generative transition, and the generative phase
325 was observed in CS(Tsp5A) 4 weeks earlier than in
326 CS(Ch5A). The vegetative/generative transition stage oc-
327 curred 1 week earlier in CS compared to CS(Ch5A), and these
328 two genotypes reached the generative phase after a similar
329 time interval.

330 Changes in the amount and redox state of thiols
331 during the vegetative/generative transition

332 In the crowns the amount of cysteine (Cys) and cystine
333 (CySS) and the reduction potential of the Cys/CySS couple
334 (ECys/CySS) were affected by both the temperature and the
335 vegetative/generative transition, since these parameters
336 changed when the seedlings were cultivated for 2 weeks at
337 4 °C but were still in the vegetative stage and also during the
338 appearance of double ridge on the shoot apices (Fig. 2a, b). In
339 contrast to the increase in the crowns, there was no or small
340 change in CySS levels and ECys/CySS values in leaves except
341 for CS(Tsp5A) in double ridge stage (Fig. 2c, d). The effect of
342 chromosome 5A on the amount and redox state of cysteine
343 could be observed in the double ridge stage at 4 °C except for
344 the ECys/CySS value in the leaves.
345 In the crowns, hydroxymethylglutathione disulphide
346 (hmGSSG) content decreased and hydroxymethylglutathione
347 (hmGSH) content increased during the vegetative/generative

348transition (Fig. 3a, b). The redox potential of the hmGSH/
349hmGSSG couple (EhmGSH/hmGSSG) showed the same changes
350as hmGSSG: it was reduced under vegetative/generative
351transition. In the leaves, hmGSSG concentration exhib-
352ited only a decrease until the double ridge stage, the
353amount of hmGSH decreased through the whole exper-
354iment, and there were no or only smaller changes in the
355EhmGSH/hmGSSG values (Fig. 3c, d). A significant differ-
356ence in hmGSSG content among the chromosome 5A
357substitution lines was detected in the vegetative stage
358at 4 °C and in the double ridge stage in the crowns.
359A decrease in the redox potential of the GSH/GSSG couple
360(EGSH/GSSG) and in the GSH content in the vegetative stage at
3614 °C was observed in the crowns of the two substitution lines
362(Fig. 4a and b). The increase in GSSG after transfer to 4 °C
363was permanent. However, the EGSH/GSSG value did not change
364or exhibited only small changes, and GSH concentration in-
365creased in the leaves (Fig. 4c and d). The effect of chromo-
366some 5A on the amount and redox state of glutathione could
367be shown in the double ridge stage at 4 °C in the crowns of the
368two substitution lines.

369Expression of the genes related to vegetative/generative
370transition

371The expression of VRN1 exhibited a large change during the
372vegetative/generative transition in both organs except for the
373crowns of CS(Tsp5A) (Fig. 5a and b). Its transcript level was
374higher before the cold treatment in the crowns of CS(Tsp5A)
375as compared with the other two genotypes. There was a large
376difference in the VRN1 transcript level between CS(Tsp5A)
377and CS(Ch5A) during double ridge formation.
378The expression of ZCCT2 present in the Vrn2 locus could
379not be detected in the present experiment since our plants were
3803-week old by the first sampling. The transcription of this
381gene could be shown only in 1-2 weeks old seedlings (Gulyás
382et al. 2014).
383In the crowns the level of VRN3 transcripts decreased at
3844 °C in CS(Tsp5A), whereas it increased at the double ridge
385stage in CS, and did not change in CS(Ch5A) (Fig. 5c). In the
386leaves VRN3 expression increased at the double ridge stage
387both in CS and CS(Ch5A), and it was high from the beginning
388of the experiment in CS(Tsp5A) (Fig. 5d).
389The relative expression of the HSP70 gene in the
390crowns after the start of cold treatment decreased in
391CS and CS(Ch5A) genotypes, whereas no changes were
392observed in CS(Tsp5A). Interestingly, HSP70 expression
393increased in the leaves in CS and CS(Tsp5A) genotypes
394when the cold treatment started. The most intensive
395change was observed in CS(Tsp5A). In the other devel-
396opmental stages the expression level returned to baseline
397levels (Fig. 5e, f).
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398 The expression of HSP80 markedly decreased at the begin-
399 ning of the cold treatment in CS, whereas there were no or only
400 small changes in the crowns of the other two genotypes (Fig. 5g).
401 In the leaves the transcription of HSP80 only increased in the
402 double ridge stage in CS(Tsp5A) and it was much greater than in
403 the other two genotypes (Fig. 5h).

404Transcription of the genes affecting freezing tolerance

405The transcription of the CBF14 gene was strongly induced by
406cold in all genotypes in both organs, but decreased to the
407original levels at the double ridge stage (Fig. 6a, b). A signif-
408icant difference in the CBF14 expression between the two
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409 substitution lines was observed in the vegetative phase at 4 °C
410 in both organs. More interestingly the relative expression of
411 CBF14 remained considerable higher in the crown of
412 CS(Ch5A) line even in the generative phase than either in
413 the recipient CS or in the CS(Tsp5A) line. Otherwise the ex-
414 pression of CBF14 became negligible after the double ridge
415 stage in the leaf samples in all genotypes.
416 In the case of the COR14b transcript level a very strong cold
417 induction was observed in the leaves in each genotype (Fig. 6d).
418 The changes in the expression of this gene show that the cold
419 treatment was effective. In the crowns, similar to the behaviour of
420 CBF14, the cold treatment increased the transcript level of
421 COR14b significantly only in the most freezing tolerant
422 CS(Ch5A), both in the vegetative and the generative develop-
423 ment stages (Fig. 6c).
424 COR39 expression showed a similar tendency as CBF14 in
425 both organs, but it also remained higher than the baseline values
426 during the vegetative/generative transition in the leaves (Fig. 6e,
427 f). The effect of chromosome 5A could be seen in the vegetative
428 stage at 4 °C in both organs of the substitution lines.

429 Discussion

430 Chromosome 5A affects the timing
431 of the vegetative/generative transition

432 The observed differences in the timing of vegetative/
433 generative transition in the three genotypes with different 5A

434chromosomes can be explained by the presence of various
435VRN1 alleles encoding an inhibitor of the flowering repressor
436ZCCT2. The VRN1 allele of CS on chromosome 5A and 5B is
437vernalization-sensitive (winter growth habit) and that one on
4385D is vernalization-insensitive (spring growth habit) and is
439present in all three genotypes (Whitechurch and Snape 2003;
440Tóth et al. 2003). Although vrn-A1 alleles are vernalization-
441sensitive both in CS and Ch, they differ in one SNP: CS carries
442the ‘Jagger’ allele, and Cheyenne carries the ‘Wichita’ allele
443(Eagles et al. 2011). This allelic difference explains our obser-
444vation that the seedlings of the CS(Ch5A) substitution line
445reached the generative phase one week later than the seedlings
446of the recipient CS genotype. The VRN1 allele on chromo-
447some 5A of Tsp is in turn vernalization-insensitive (Vrn-A1).
448This allelic difference can be the main reason for the 4 weeks
449earlier vegetative/generative transition of CS(Tsp5A) com-
450pared to CS and CS(Ch5A).
451To exclude the confounding effect of other main regulator
452genes likePpd (Photoperiod) genes and phytochrome Cwhich
453affect flowering time, long day growth condition (16 h illumi-
454nation) was applied throughout the experiment (Chen et al.
4552014). In fact, the main Ppd allele (Ppd-D1) locates on 2D
456chromosome so in this respect there are no allelic differences
457among the recipient CS and the two 5A substitution lines.
458However, the VRN2 locus (containing ZCCT1 and ZCCT2
459genes) locates on the 5A chromosome so the substitution lines
460contain different alleles in this locus. The VRN2 gene is long
461day dependent, SD can down-regulate the expression of this
462gene which can cause acceleration of flowering and
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Fig. 4 Concentration and reduction potential of glutathione during
vegetative/generative transition. (a): Concentration of glutathione
(GSH) and glutathione disulphide (GSSG) in crowns; (b): Reduction
potential of the GSH/GSSG couple in crowns; (c): Concentration of
GSH and GSSG in leaves; (d): Reduction potential of the GSH/GSSG

couple in leaves. The developmental stage of the plants is described in the
legends of Fig. 1. The values indicated by different letters are significantly
different at p<0.05 level from those detected at the vegetative stage at 20/
17 °C and from each other at a certain developmental stage
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463 elimination of the vernalization requirement (Dubcovsky et al.
464 2006). So, by applying long day conditions we could avoid
465 this disturbing effect. Similar to our experimental system

466Laudencia-Chingcuanco et al. (2011) also studied the
467genome-wide gene expression during the vegetative/
468generative transition under LD conditions in wheat. The large
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Fig. 5 Relative expression of the genes related to vegetative/generative
transition during this process. (a) and (b): Relative expression of the
VERNALIZATION1 (VRN1) gene in the crowns and leaves; (c) and (d):
Relative expression of the VERNALIZATION3 (VRN3) gene in the
crowns and leaves; (e) and (f): Relative expression of the HEAT

SHOCK PROTEIN70 (HSP70) gene in the crowns and leaves, (g) and
(h): Relative expression of the HEAT SHOCK PROTEIN80 (HSP80)
gene in the crowns and leaves. The values indicated by asterisks are
significantly different from the value detected in CS at p<0.05 level at
a certain developmental stage
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469 difference in the timing and speed of vegetative/generative
470 transition was also shown in an earlier study using the same
471 genetic system (Soltész et al. 2011).

472 Redox changes and their suspected control
473 by chromosome 5A during the vegetative/generative
474 transition

475 The redox changes at low temperature may derive from the
476 altered capacity to use reductants from photosynthesis in var-
477 ious metabolic pathways (Hüner et al. 2012) and can be mon-
478 itored by the determination of redox state of non-protein
479 thiols. Comparison of Cys, CySS, GSH and GSSG concentra-
480 tions and their redox potentials in the crowns revealed similar
481 differences between CS, CS(Ch5A) and CS(Tsp5A) (Figs. 2
482 and 4). The similarities in the alterations of Cys and GSH
483 contents may derive from the regulation of Cys synthesis by
484 GSH (Kocsy et al. 2001). Cultivation at low temperature,
485 which was used for the induction of the vegetative/

486generative transition in the winter genotypes, resulted in a
487large increase of CySS and GSSG contents in the crowns
488but not in the leaves. This is not surprising, as the more oxi-
489dizing environment in the crowns could be important for both
490cold acclimation and vegetative/generative transition (Soltész
491et al. 2011; Hatano-Iwasaki and Ogawa 2012). The changes in
492hmGSH and hmGSSG differed from those in the two other
493thiols, which may indicate their special role in the regulation
494of stress tolerance and development.
495In a previous study the effect of chromosome 5A on thiol
496levels was observed during a 3-week cold acclimation period
497(Soltész et al. 2011). Similar to this, in the present study its
498developmental stage-dependent influence on thiol levels was
499also shown. During the vegetative/generative transition there
500was a large difference in the amount and redox state of cyste-
501ine and glutathione between the two chromosome 5A substi-
502tution lines, which indicates that redox changes mediate the
503effect of this chromosome on the transition. The importance of
504the observed differences in this process is also confirmed by
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Fig. 6 Relative expression of the genes related to cold acclimation during
vegetative/generative transition. (a) and (b): Relative expression of theC-
REPEAT BINDING FACTOR14 (CBF14) gene in the crowns and leaves,
(c) and (d): Relative expression of the COLD-REGULATED14b

(COR14b) gene in the crowns and leaves, (e) and (f): Relative
expression of COLD-REGULATED39 (COR39) gene in the crowns and
leaves. The values indicated by asterisks are significantly different from
the value detected in CS at p<0.05 level at a certain developmental stage
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505 their disappearance during the formation of the spikelet
506 primordia. Chromosome 5A may affect the redox state of
507 the GSH/GSSG couple due to its effect on a glutathione trans-
508 ferase shown by the comparison of the transcriptome profile
509 of CS and the two substitution lines (Kocsy et al. 2010). The
510 chromosome 5A-dependent differences in glutathione metab-
511 olism influence the cellular redox environment and the activ-
512 ity of redox-responsive proteins regulating the vegetative/
513 generative transition. Among these proteins, the redox sensi-
514 tivity of ZCCT2was shown in our recent experiments (Gulyás
515 et al. 2014).

516 Expression changes of the genes related to vernalization
517 and their control by chromosome 5A
518 during the vegetative/generative transition

519 Comparison of the transcriptome profile of chromosome 5A
520 substitution lines indicated that this chromosome affected the
521 expression of many genes, among others the transcription of
522 those which control development (Kocsy et al. 2010). Al-
523 though the importance of VRN genes in the control of
524 flowering was evident from previous studies (for review see
525 Galiba et al. 2009), the developmental stage- and chromosome
526 5A-dependent differences in their expression have not been
527 shown yet. This is the first study where, using chromosome
528 5A substitution lines with various VRN1 alleles, different
529 changes in VRN1 expression were observed during the
530 vegetative/generative transition. The cold-induced changes
531 in VRN1 gene expression were much larger in the crowns of
532 CS and CS(Ch5A), where the vegetative/generative transition
533 took place 5 weeks later than in CS(Tsp5A). In CS(Tsp5A),
534 which has two vernalization-insensitive VRN alleles (on chro-
535 mosomes 5A and 5D), VRN1 transcript levels were high even
536 in the vegetative stage, ensuring the earlier generative transi-
537 tion (Fig. 5). Besides the VRN genes, the involvement of
538 HSP80 in vegetative/generative transition was also shown
539 by the marked increase in its expression in leaves of
540 CS(Tsp5A), a change that was also affected by chromosome
541 5A. This observation is in accordance with previous experi-
542 ments in which the preferential expression of HSP80 was
543 observed in shoot of tomato (Koning et al. 1992). In addition,
544 the control of development by HSPs was also shown in
545 Arabidopsis mutants (Sangster and Queitsch 2005). In our
546 experiment the HSP70 gene was found to be highly cold-in-
547 ducible, except in the case of the CS(Ch5A) genotype. From
548 the comparison of the two substitution lines it turned out that
549 HSP70 expression increased more intensively in CS(Tsp5A)
550 than in CS(Ch5A) indicating also the regulatory role of chro-
551 mosome 5A.
552 Interestingly, the alterations in VRN1 transcript levels were
553 much more expressed in the leaves as compared to the crowns
554 where the vegetative/generative transition of shoot apices
555 takes place. In addition, in the case of VRN3 a large difference

556in transcript levels between the vegetative and generative
557phase was only observed in the leaves of CS and CS(Ch5A).
558Similarly, Winfield et al. (2009) also observed a decrease in
559ZCCT2 expression only in the leaves of wheat. These findings
560can be well explained by a recent model proposed by Chen
561and Dubcovsky (2012). According to this model the regulato-
562ry interactions between the VRN proteins take place in the
563leaves, and VRN3 is transferred from the leaves through the
564phloem to the shoot apices, where VRN3 induces the
565vegetative/generative transition.
566A relationship between the changes in the amount and re-
567dox state of thiols and expression of vernalization-related
568genes during the generative transition was expected in the
569present study which was previously observed after pharmaco-
570logical modification of the redox environment in wheat
571(Gulyás et al. 2014). However, a parallel change in the gene
572expression and thiol disulphide levels was only observed in
573the crowns but not in the leaves. Thus, a general conclusion
574about the redox control of the vernalization-related genes dur-
575ing the vegetative/generative transition of wheat cannot be
576drawn.

577Transcription of the genes related to freezing tolerance
578and their regulation by chromosome 5A
579during the vegetative/generative transition

580The difference in the expression of the vernalization-related
581genes between crowns and leaves during the vegetative/
582generative transition was observed earlier by the comparison
583of three other wheat genotypes (Winfield et al. 2009). Such
584difference was shown not only for these genes but also for
585those which are involved in cold acclimation and in the con-
586trol of freezing tolerance in the present experiments. Thus, the
587expression of COR14b and COR39 gene differed between the
588crowns and leaves, which can be explained by their specific
589roles in the individual organs (Fig. 6). Extensive induction of
590the CBF14, COR14b and COR39 genes could only be ob-
591served both in crowns and leaves when the seedlings were in
592the vegetative phase, and their expression decreased to low
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COR14b
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Fig. 7 General trends of changes in the expression of vernalization- and
cold responsive genes at low temperature during the vegetative/
generative transition. The developmental stage of the plants is described
in the legend of Fig. 1
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593 levels during the vegetative/generative transition, when the
594 transcript level of gene controlling flowering (VRN1) exhibit-
595 ed large increase (Fig. 7). These results indicate the coordinat-
596 ed control of the cold response and flowering-related genes.
597 The coordination of vernalization and cold acclimation was
598 also studied using Triticum monococcum mutants deficient in
599 VRN1, but it was not connected to the individual developmen-
600 tal stages (Dhillon et al. 2010). The present study is the first
601 where coordinated expression of the genes controlling these
602 processes in the different developmental stages of the shoot
603 apex is demonstrated.
604 The above mentioned increased transcript levels of
605 the CBF14 and COR39 genes in both organs (leaves
606 and crowns) were observed at the beginning of cold
607 treatment in CS and CS(Ch5A). In these lines the
608 vegetative/generative transition took place 5 weeks later
609 as compared to CS(Tsp5A). The two former genotypes
610 have two vernalization-sensitive VRN alleles, whereas
611 the latter has only one, which may contribute to the
612 observed differences in CBF14 and COR39 expression
613 due to the coordination of cold acclimation and vernal-
614 ization. It is worth emphasizing that CS and CS(Ch5A)
615 are more freezing-tolerant than CS(Tsp5A). Identically,
616 marked induction of COR14b (Fig. 6) was observed
617 during cold treatment, when apices were still in vegeta-
618 tive phase (at VP 4 °C) in each genotype, but only in
619 leaves. In crowns, which contain the shoot apex, the
620 cold treatment significantly increased the transcript level
621 of COR14b only in the most freezing-tolerant CS(Ch5A)
622 line in the vegetative and double ridge stages. It is
623 worth mentioning that the COR14b transcript level was
624 still elevated in crown tissues of CS(Ch5A) when the
625 plants had reached the generative phase (Fig. 6c). The
626 same phenomenon was also observed for the CBF14
627 transcript levels. Namely, the chromosome 5A of Tsp
628 decreased while the chromosome 5A of Cheyenne in-
629 creased the expression of CBF14 in CS genetic back-
630 ground even in the generative phase (Fig. 6). The ex-
631 tended transcription of CBF14 and COR14b (members
632 of CBF-regulon) genes in the CS(Ch5A) line was char-
633 acteristic only in the crowns but not in the leaves
634 (Fig. 6b and d). Survival of wheat plants after frost
635 damage depends on the intactness of crown tissues
636 (Hoffman et al. 2010). Most likely this is advantageous
637 to the CS(Ch5A) line, and this phenomenon at least
638 partly explains its superior freezing hardiness.
639 Similar to the vernalization-related genes, the transient
640 changes in the expression of the cold acclimation-related
641 genes in crowns and leaves exhibited no relationship with
642 the continuous cold-induced increase in the thiol disulphide
643 contents observed only in the crowns. Consequently, the hy-
644 pothesized redox control of these genes was not confirmed in
645 the present experiments.

646Conclusions

647It can be assumed that chromosome 5A affects both the redox
648state of thiols and the expression of studied genes in wheat in
649certain stages of the vegetative/generative transition under low
650temperature condition. The observed redox and gene expres-
651sion changes are not associated with each other during the
652vegetative/generative transition of wheat in the present exper-
653iments. If the freezing tolerance-related difference in the ac-
654cumulation of COR14b transcripts can be confirmed in a large
655set of genotypes it might be a good selection marker for breed-
656ing purposes.
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